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Arte Arredo Schleret is a French-Italian family run luxury furniture production house . 
Gilles Schleret and his wife Cristina twenty years ago decided to create a company specialized in furniture production, 
which main feature is combining sophisticated handcraft elements and different textiles.
Later their daughter, Interior Designer Béatrice Schleret joined them to manage the exhibitions fairs organization and 
new products’ design  with style and professionalism. 
Their son, Architect Federico Schleret, graduated in Botta’s Architecture University  in Switzerland, now designs and 
develops news products, combining French and Italian styles.  
 
Today the management  is being handed over to the sons, who would preserve the best features of the company while at 
the same time add their fresh touch and vision. 
This catalog and exhibition were named Nuance, because this collection is based on small shades, tonalities, textures 
and materials.  
Every fabric and color is carefully selected so that they accentuate all the beauty of each tonality in its different 
expression, effect to the choice of silk, linen, velvet, jury ..... When it comes to make a color accent it goes to the 
excellence of a plum color silk on the Cinderella bench. 
The new finishing of the dining room collection brings it to a new level, thanks to the light shades and hand painted 
floral decoration. 
 
It seems that all the changes are only adding more value to the precious collection of Schleret Art Maison.

Schleret family maison 
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J’apprécie toutes les nuances
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Bench CINDERELLA
Armchairs JUST

Central table FEDORA
Sofa NOTORIOUS

Sofa GRACE
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Chest of drawers CO/210
Mirror SP/210

This piece is one of the iconic chest of drawers of Arte Arredo. The beauty of 
the piece comes from both the making in cherry wood and the carving of the 
drawers’ handgrips that are not applied. The surface completely respects the 

diamond marquetry techniques. 
The chest of drawers is accompanied by the mirror which has partly the same 

details. The whole is impressive. 
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Corner tables FEDORA
Sofa NOTORIOUS
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Flowerpot vase PANDORA

The Fedora corner table is characterized by bronze curved elements 
inserted on the legs and a bronze decorative band around the top. 
 
The Pandora vase is a piece that can fit in an art deco outline. The vase that 

reminds a blooming flower, is set on a square base.

Corner table FEDORA
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This round tabletop surface is made in white onyx. The honey walnut finishing’s 
colour is enriched by pickled gold leaf details. 
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Bench CINDERELLA

Cinderella bench is made in a padded and prune satin fabric, which fringes with 
bows highlight its luxury.
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Sofa ÈCLAT
Central table NOTORIOUS

Vetrine bar ETTORE
Armchairs SCARLETT

Benches CINDERELLA
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Notorious table strips are sumptuously carved and pierced while the surface 
presents floral marquetry with peonies. The decoration, inspired by Louis XVI 
classic style, substitutes peonies for roses that are more common these days. The 

inserts are obtained by pear wood, briar-root, Madrona and nacre materials.
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Corner table NOTORIOUS
Flowerpot vase INTRIGO

Notorious coffee table is all about decoration, richness and completeness. The 
finishing of the table’s base consists of pickled gold leaf on a honey walnut colour 

basis with a shiny surface.
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Corner tables NOTORIOUS
Sofa ÈCLAT
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Vetrine bar ETTORE

Ettore is a cabinet thought to be part of a bar area which structure is in ebony. The 
door is enriched by a rock crystal medallion decorated by wood carvings. The 
subject is really particular since it is a flower in a rock crystal and aquamarine.
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The interior is lighted to accentuate the whole effect. 
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Central table FEDORA
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Armchair SCARLETT
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Armchairs JUST
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Armchair SCARLETT
Benches CINDERELLA

Console TUDOR
Mirror CAPRICCIO

Armchairs JUST
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Tudor console is an elegant piece, which legs are curved and the surface is in 
gold Calacatta marble. The finishing consists of pickled gold leaf on a honey 

walnut colour basis.
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Console TUDOR
Mirror CAPRICCIO

Capriccio mirror’s frame is in carved wood surmounted by a carved cymatium 
with spirals. The Capriccio mirror that has great dimensions is used as a 

background for the Tudor console.
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Grace sofa and armchair are the models that have been revisited in a more 
intimate, soft and cosy way. The shell making of the upholstery consists of a 
particular haute couture with attention to details manner. The fabric used is a 

white velvet textile combined with silver damask and white pearl. 
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Corner table FEDORA
Flowerpot vase PANDORA

Armchair GRACE
Sofa GRACE
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Armchair GRACE
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Sofa GRACE
Corner table FEDORA
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Venaria dining room effect is emphasized by an ivory colour lacquering with 
decorations in pickled gold leaf.  
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Chairs CALEDON
Armchair CALEDON

Vetrine ACHILLE
Dining table VENARIA
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Mirror DELICE

Chairs CELADON
Armchair CELADON

Dining table VENARIA

Venaria table is perfectly accompanied by the simplicity and elegance of the 
Celadon chair both the front and at the back round carvings. The fabric of the 
chair and the seatback are made in ivory colour whereas the exterior is made in 

ivory and gold damask according to high-class tapestry making technique.
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Venaria lunch table is characterized by the rotation of the sumptuous lunch 
table’s octagonal legs designed by the architect Federico Schleret creates a 
curvy movement. The valance’s corners present wooden carvings in the shape 

of a leaf.
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Chair CALEDONArmchair CALEDON
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Vetrine ACHILLE

Chairs CALEDON
Dining table VENARIA
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Every single decoration is handmade according to a new innovative stylistic 
technique that gives deepness and forms to the material.
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To make it even more unique the buffet Venaria is decorated not only with carved 
details, but also with handmade floral designs by the most esteemed artisan of 

Arte Arredo Schleret
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Chair CALEDON

Mirror DELICE
Buffet VENARIA
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The Sevres Chair have a rich decoration of wooden carvings on the back of 
the seatback. Thus, the chair can be placed in any position without loosing its 

decorative aspect.
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Chairs SEVRES
Table LIMOGES

Limoges is the right table for the breakfast. It is one of Arte Arredo maison’s 
masterpieces.
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Azur and white washed flowers made in nacre and pear wood embellish the 
elegant and lighted pieces. Variety of wood types used for table inlay create an 

ornament with delicate nuances.
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Chairs SEVRES
Table LIMOGES
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Chairs SEVRES

Contrast material colors used for seat and backrest emphasize elegance and 
enhance wooden carved decor.
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Cinderella is an elegant bedroom which headboard and footboard are rich with 
the details. The padded base is surmounted by a stripped three-dimensional 
wood carving which finishing are in gold leaf on a honey walnut colour basis. 
The set of cushions in beige, azur and blue and the silk bedcover which edge is 

made in macramé lace complete the allure in a more regal way.
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Bench VIOLETTA

Chest of drawers CINDERELLA
Bed side tables CINDERELLA

Bed CINDERELLA

Mirror AMELIE
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Bed side tables CINDERELLA

The Cinderella chest of drawers and night table complete furnishing of  the 
bedroom. The three-dimensional carving of the legs gives movement to each 
piece. The surface is made in white onyx with finishing in gold leaf on a honey 

walnut colour basis. The knobs complete the decoration.
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Chest of drawers CINDERELLA
Mirror AMELIE

Chest of drawers Cinderella is hard to immagine without the Amile mirror above. 
These two pieces complete each other from the composition and functional points 

of view.
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Violetta bench has carved legs and important central part. The fabric is in azur 
and beige tone.  
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Bench VIOLETTA
Bed side tables CINDERELLA

Bed CINDERELLA
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Bench VIOLETTA
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Round table INFINITY

Infinity is a round table with double shelf, one of which is made in white onyx. 
Curved leg movement makes it slender and carved details make it very delicate.
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The measures



VENARIA dining table 
310 x 130 x h78 cm

ECLAT sofa 3 seaters 
280 x 100 x h105 cm

NOTORIOUS corner table 
70 x 70 x h55 cm

INTRIGO flower vase  
dia 62 x h84 cm

PANDORA flower vase  
dia 62 x h84 cm

CAPRICCIO mirror 
190 x h263 cm

ART. SP/210 mirror 
105 x h152 cm

Pages 1-55 Pages 56-85

VENARIA buffet 
246 x 50 x h87 cm

CELADON chair 
60 x 65 x h115 cm

DELICE mirror 
160 x h140 cm

CELADON armchair 
67 x 68 x h115 cm

ECLAT sofa 2 seaters 
210 x 100x h105 cm

TUDOR consolle 
127 x 39 x h90 cm

ECLAT armchair 
120 x 100x h90 cm

ART.CO/210 
144 x 55 x h98 cm

NOTORIOUS central table 
140 x 140 x h45

Pages 86-103

ETTORE vetrine 
128 x 55 x h200cm

NOTORIOUS sofa 3 seated 
290 x 118 x h110 cm

NOTORIOUS sofa 2 seated 
220 x 115 x h106 cm

NOTORIOUS armchair 
115 x 110 x h103 cm

FEDORA central table 
dia 180 x h50 cm

FEDORA corner table 
dia 65 x h60 cm

CINDERELLA bench 
105 x 60 x h70 cm

VIOLETTA bench 
90 x 57 x h68 cm

INFINITY corner round table 
dia 63 x h70 cm

SCARLETT armchair 
94 x 98 x h102 cm

JUST armchair 
84 x 82 x h106 cm

GRACE sofa 3 seated 
214 x 96 x h97 cm

GRACE sofa 2 seated 
166 x 96 x h97 cm

GRACE armchair 
102 x 96 x h97 cm ACHILLE vetrine 

128 x 55 x h245 cm
LIMOGES round table 

dia 120 x h78cm
SEVRES chair 

57 x 65 x h108cm
SEVRES armchair 
67 x 68 x h108 cm

CINDERELLA bed 
bed 250 x 235 x h180 cm, suggested mattress 200 x 200 x h 30 cm

CINDERELLA chest of drawers 
135 x 50 x h93 cm

CINDERELLA bed side table 
82 x 45 x h70 cm

AMELIE mirror 
110 x h 150cm
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